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Abstract
While at the University of Arizona, I have learned a great deal about art education
practices, such as: how to engage students and implement lesson plans. I have also had the
opportunity to learn about information science topics and I have found that many of these relate
directly to the typical student’s life, yet there is no guarantee that students will ever study the
theory behind these areas. The purpose of this thesis is to create and establish multidisciplinary
and interdisciplinary lesson plans, which demonstrate how visual arts can be integrated with
information science topics. Interdisciplinary approaches in art education can advance critical
thinking, communication, resourcefulness, and other fundamental academic skills. I created a
series of lesson plans that should be viewed as a comprehensive unit that combines art and
information science topics. This paper elucidates on how visual arts have been constructively
integrated into core curriculum in other subject areas and gives educators examples of how to
explore the idea of integrating general education topics into art lessons. Educators will have
concrete examples of lesson plans and may use these plans as finished works or as prototypes for
developing their own plans that combine visual arts and information sciences.
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Introduction
In my experience as an Art and Visual Culture Education major at the University of
Arizona, I have learned a great deal about issues revolving around art education, such as: how to
engage and involve students, how to prepare, create, and carry out lesson plans, and the Arizona
standards of teaching. I also became familiar with the various movements and schools of thought
surrounding contemporary art education, such as how to address aspects of visual culture and
involve social justice issues. In addition to being an Art and Visual Culture Education major, I
have been studying information science topics and have begun taking graduate classes to apply
towards my Library and Information Science Masters degree.
While in art education classes, I have had opportunities to incorporate the information
sciences into my lesson plans and share ideas with future art educators about how the modern
information field is constantly changing, how we gather information using different types of
tools, and how information is generally communicated to us. I have also been able to find
interesting connections to the visual arts in information science courses; one example that
elucidates this idea is descriptive statistics. There are massive amounts of raw data involved in
information sciences, and one way that researchers manage and work with this data is by using
visualization techniques to find patterns and connections in data. Descriptive statistics includes
the process of going through raw data and utilizing visualization techniques of this data to
summarize generalizations or draw substantive conclusions. In the visual arts I have spent a large
amount of time learning how artists communicate ideas with symbols, patterns, and various types
of imagery. This process of searching for visual cues that communicate greater ideas is deeply
entwined with the methods used in the visualization of data, and this is only one example of how
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the visual arts field and information science field can be beneficial and constructively connected
to one another.
While learning about information science subjects and themes, I’ve discovered that there
are numerous concepts that relate directly to the typical student’s life, yet there is no guarantee
that students will be taught or even exposed to these topics. Some of these information science
topics include the new evolution of the web, types of search engine techniques, and different
types of webs in existence. In the modern world, almost everyone uses search engines and the
internet, and knowing about some of the “behind the scenes” information could be very useful
for students’ general knowledge.
Information science can refer to a number of different types of knowledge, so the
following is just one example of a substantial topic idea. The web is entering a new phase of
evolution, yet there are many students who use the web and are unaware of the changes that it is
currently undergoing. This newer web, often nicknamed the intelligent Web or Web 3.0, is based
on the following core concepts: the semantic web, natural language search, micro-formats, datamining, and artificial intelligence technologies (Hendler, 2009; Lassila, 2007). In layman’s
terms, this new evolution focuses and emphasizes machines “understanding” information in
better ways, so the user may have a more dynamic and intuitive experience.
There have been studies that explore possible positive outcomes of integrating art into
science or math lessons, but there have been very few studies that explore how art education can
assist in the learning of information sciences (DeMoss, 2002; Ingram, 2003; Mishook, 2006).
This specific niche hasn’t been explored sufficiently yet, and I believe that it is worth the
exploratory research. Interdisciplinary approaches in art education can advance critical thinking,
communication, creativity, and other central academic skills (Jones, 2010). Information science
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frequently revolves around the communication of information to people, and art also often
focuses on the communication of ideas. Exploratory research should be conducted to investigate
the possible communication links between these two worlds.
Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to create and establish multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary
lesson plans, which demonstrate how art can be integrated with information science topics. The
lesson plans that I created are to be viewed as a comprehensive unit that combines art and
information science topics for students. This paper elucidates on how the visual arts have been
constructively integrated into core curriculum in other studies, and gives educators examples of
how to explore the idea of integrating general education topics into art lessons. Educators will
have concrete examples of lesson plans, which can be found at the end of the paper, that examine
information science topics and art. Educators may use these lesson plans as finished works or as
prototypes to begin teaching students.
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Literature Review
Arts integration is a teaching approach that utilizes the fine arts with other subject areas
so that students learn and gain knowledge through art (Silverstein, 2010). To elucidate, arts
integration is characterized by the combination of a subject area (that does not traditionally
incorporate art into its practices) and an art discipline as an important part of learning. Arts
integration can include a wide variety of fine arts, such as theater, dance, opera, and traditional
art mediums. However, for the purposes of the lesson plans presented in this thesis, visual arts
will be the specific focus, which includes forms such as paintings, drawings, sculpture, prints,
decorative art, and graphic design. Visual arts integration can range from straightforward
illustration of content from other fields to having insightful examinations of concepts that the
visual arts and other subject areas have in common (Marshall, 2006). Visual arts integration into
general education for levels K-12 has received a wide variety of responses, from both public
opinions and authorities in the field. There are numerous voices that assert that visual arts
integration only improves and supports other education fields while there are also those that
argue art is too different at the core of its field or that art should be valued on its own and not
with other disciplines (Robelen, 2011). These positives and negatives will be discussed further in
the literature review, however before these are considered it is important to contemplate an idea
that Eisner (2004) presented: art is intrinsically related to all fields and disciplines and addresses
ideas from outside of art. This concept is important to acknowledge because the visual arts are
inherently connected to the world and are a valuable part of our societies, communities, and
personal lives.
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Ideas Revolving Around Visual Arts Integration
In general education and visual arts integration there have been many notable and
promising studies that show how integration plays a positive role in interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinary education; these roles will be explored more fully throughout the review.
Multidisciplinary approaches are characterized by involving multiple, separate disciplines but
these approaches may not necessarily integrate the disciplines together. Interdisciplinary
approaches are characterized by combining different disciplines in a more cohesive manner, so
the disciplines involved are actively integrated and united (Jessup, 2007). In addition to these
approaches, there are a number of important factors to keep in mind when planning to use visual
arts integration in education. Strokrocki (2005) recommends working to keep art education
theory’s integrity as an independent subject area, where interdisciplinary characteristics are
added. The roots of this approach relates to the work of Robelen (2011). Robelen (2011) believes
that art education should be treated as valuable and significant for its own merits and not simply
for its integration possibilities.
Strokrocki (2011) proposed that art education practice and theory should be viewed as
very meaningful, and while teachers should continue to work to restructure or reshape the art
education field, teachers should also strive to maintain the core of art education goals while
integrating other subjects into art lessons. Strokrocki also emphasized that art educators should
endeavor to create lessons that are outside of a teacher’s comfort zone, and that art educators
shouldn’t be afraid to take risks to create and work with new types of lesson plans. This seems
very relevant when considering fields that are quickly expanding and changing, like the
information science field, because teachers who want to be on the cutting edge of information
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and knowledge could be pioneering the field of education by integrating these ideas with their
lessons. Information science fields are expected to become more significant as we move towards
a society that is even more technology focused. Thus, this is a subject area that could be
beneficially integrated in art classrooms.
The perceptions and ideals that exist around integration have also been shown to be
significant when considering visual arts integration. In Smith’s study (2001), it was found that
interdisciplinary education is more successful for students’ learning experiences when the
students have an open mind about the integration process to begin with. It has also been found
that individuals find it more comfortable to stay in their own disciplines, where they are familiar
with terminology and understand their fields’ topics (Hall, 2001). Hall found that these
“discipline-specific” outlooks are often strengthened through typical educational experiences,
such as lecture or direct teaching from an educator while students listen. These views can be so
powerful that two individuals with diverse discipline backgrounds might be introduced to the
same concept but have completely different observations or views about this concept because
their disciplines have encouraged different types of thinking processes (Petrie, 1976).
In one arts integration-themed article, Marshall (2010) explained five major arts
integration techniques that are used with contemporary art education and other education
disciplines. The first type of integration is labeled as “Depiction”, which Marshall referred to as
one of the most common methods of integration with science. Depiction is usually the simple
process of recreating a subject or object from observation. It is useful because it can be employed
with all age groups, and almost automatically suits the skills of the student because high school
students, for example, will attempt to depict the subject at their skill level while an elementary
student will naturally recreate the subject at their level.
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The second type of integration is labeled as “Extension/Projection”, which is based on the
idea of hypothesizing or making educated guesses about possible outcomes, given a specific idea
(Marshall, 2010). This strategy can also be used for all grade levels because students are usually
able to grasp the idea of guessing or using their imagination from a young age. The act of
imagining or visualizing is also practical because all disciplines can be used in conjunction with
it, as long as the educator thinks of a type of situation that relates to the discipline. One example
of how this can be used with arts integration with information science is having students imagine
a future that has been consumed with the need for automation and machines, which the students
would then draw and talk about the possible futures of humanity.
The third type of integration is called “Reformatting” and uses the idea of recontextualizing to allow students to understand a concept in a new way by thinking about it in a
new context (Marshall, 2010). In this case, the new context relates to a different discipline while
still maintaining art as a primary focus. Marshall gives some examples of this, which are as
follows: charting your individual feelings in a geographic map or taking cartoon characters and
organizing them as if they were set up in a history museum. Marshall asserts that this type of
integration is best suited for high school students or older middle school students because recontextualization through reformatting is subtle and multifaceted, so it may become tricky for
younger ages. However, this integration type could be adapted for elementary school aged
students by using relatable subject matter, such as the cartoon characters mentioned above, and
creating practical goals for the age group.
The fourth type of integration is labeled as “Mimicry” and can be used for all grade
levels, depending on the project (Marshall, 2010). Mimicry involves using techniques or
methods from one discipline for a typically unrelated discipline. One example of a way students
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can use mimicry is using tools from a biology lab to collect and dissect plants that will then be
used for a sculpture. Marshall notes art examples as being particularly important in explanations
of mimicry to students. For example, she highly recommends exploring Mark Dion’s artworks
for exemplary examples.
The last type of integration is called “Metaphor” and is recommended for high schoolaged students because it involves plenty of complex lines of thought and reasoning (Marshall,
2010). This type of integration uses contrasting and comparing of visual and conceptual ideas to
create an artwork. An example of how this could be used in an interdisciplinary lesson is by
asking a student to create a solar system that represents their extended family. Although Marshall
proposes this strategy is best suited for high school-aged students, it could be adapted by using
metaphor examples that are comprehensible for all ages, such as “it is raining cats and dogs.”
These techniques are only one possible way of organizing the different types of
integration and an educator may use any of techniques at their discretion. It is one of the most
comprehensive and clear-cut ways of displaying different integration techniques.
Assessment
One more idea that both Strokrocki (2005) and Robelen (2011) spoke of was that teachers
should take the initiative to assess their visual arts integrated lessons. When beginning to plan for
art integration, the idea of creating an assessment protocol that fits well with multiple disciplines
may seem daunting, but the following ideas can help to clarify ways to assess students regardless
of the discipline being taught. Robelen (2011) presented the opinion that art education can
sometimes lack the reliability of assessment that is considered factual, one such example being
standardized testing. Strokrocki (2005) expressed the importance of teachers and students
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receiving feedback from lesson assessments. Strokrocki (2005) conveyed the value in teachers
feeling responsible and connected to the personal manner of assessment that they create. In
Burke’s (2009) book How to Asses Authentic Learning, a wide variety of assessment techniques
were reviewed and discussed, including the above ideas that Robelen (2011) and Strokrocki
(2005) contemplated. Burke (2009) found that although standardized testing is required in almost
all school systems, over the years it has resulted in a plateau of innovation, creativity, and overall
academic improvement. Standardized tests can face difficulties with providing an accurate
assessment of understanding because they don’t necessarily focus on students’ abilities to learn
and retain information. An emphasis on standardized tests in schools seems to led to short-term
gains in development that result in long-term struggles within education systems that leave
teachers asking for new education reform (Burke, 2009).
Ideally, lesson plans include a combination of formative assessment and summative
assessment. Essentially, formative assessment is when a teacher uses evidence of learning during
a lesson to modify instruction. For example, a teacher might use observation or discussion during
a lesson, note that students are confused, and then change the manner of instruction being used to
help students to better understand a skill or idea. Summative assessment is a phrase that refers to
the practice of assessing what students have learned at the end of a lesson, unit, or course.
Typically, summative assessment doesn’t result in students having chances to further develop
their skills because it is a final judgment of the students’ abilities. This type of assessment is
usually associated with standardized tests, final exams or papers, unit tests, and overall class
grades (Burke, 2009).
At first, assessing students’ abilities in this type of integrated lesson may require extra
vigilance and contemplation on the part of the educator. This may be attributed to visual arts and
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other subjects being associated with different, sometimes opposing, assessment techniques. As
one example, formative assessment appears to be associated with the visual arts more often,
while summative assessment may seem like the standard choice to make when evaluating or
grading students in other general education subjects. However, using the ideas above and
providing students with a combination of formative and summative assessment strategies can
leave a student with plenty of opportunities to improve, and also gives teachers concluding data,
with which a teacher may have information to further develop units or courses. To some extent,
an integrated lesson requires an integrated assessment plan as well, the learning process that a
student goes through during a lesson is as important as the product that the student ultimately
ends with.
Why Should Art Be Integrated?
At the foundation of arts integration, there is a reasonable question that is often asked
when this approach is proposed: Why should art be integrated? The first argument for why art
should be integrated revolves around the idea of creativity being a hugely beneficial
characteristic in all disciplines and the general world. Creativity is a sign of a high level intellect
that computers and animals haven’t been able to truly master (Sawyer, 2011). As the world
continues to become more globalized, creativity is expected to become more valuable because
there is a greater level of competitiveness, jobs that don’t require creativity are being converted
to automatic operations, and leisure time is a greatly increasing market, which frequently
requires inventive and resourceful creators.
Costantino (2010) researched the connections between art and engineering in relation to
students, which indicated that even though creativity is habitually associated with the arts, it is
significant and crucial for many novel innovations in science. This study integrated engineering
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and art education in an undergraduate course by incorporating visual art events and creative
problem solving techniques, which had positive results in the students’ abilities. Constantino
asserted that disciplines can be improved and expanded upon by utilizing art thinking strategies
like open-mindedness towards obscurity or ambiguity, an ability to make use of visualization
techniques, and a refusal to accept closure or being shutdown.
In comparison to Costantino’s (2010) findings that art can expand disciplines in new
directions, Robelen (2011) also conveyed that there are similar methodologies between art and
other disciplines. One such example is that art and science both use observation of surroundings
and environments to gather information about the outside world, and both disciplines may
suggest how to transform knowledge or the world based on their work. Whether one believes that
Costantino’s (2010) or Robelen’s (2011) theories are more accurate depictions, the pleasant
similarity between the two is that art can work to expand disciplines in either scenario. Art might
expand a field in a new direction that isn’t typically explored, or it can work with existing ideas
in a field to create a more in-depth and complete learning experience for students.
It is important to acknowledge that visual arts integration isn’t guaranteed to improve
abilities or performance in other subjects and it shouldn’t have to. At the turn of the century,
researchers Lois Hetland and Ellen Winner organized and carried out a meta-analysis of research
studies to establish whether art had a correlation with better test scores or grades in other subjects
(Hetland, 2013). After the analysis was complete they couldn’t substantiate the proposal that arts
helped with scores, and instead they began a significant research project that demonstrates why
studying art is intrinsically important. They found that art students learn habits in studio art
classes that are specifically useful to visual arts, and habits that are potentially constructive for
other subjects (Hetland, 2013). Although visual arts may not always have a direct correlation to
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better grades in other subjects, there are still potential benefits to be gained by students,
especially when viewing students through a holistic lens.
Another possible manner of integrating art is called “art-centered integrated learning”,
which is defined by its specialized use of inquiry to encourage and support a fuller
comprehension of concepts that are meaningful to students and simultaneously promote students
to think in more adaptable and complex ways (Marshall, 2014). This style of arts integration
develops directly from contemporary art education philosophy and structure, which is centered
on issues-focused art – that is, themes that are important to students. Also, this approach to artsintegration typically involves more contemporary artists, whose work may be especially relevant
to students. Marshall also strongly maintained that because this version of arts integration offers
a more current rationale and practices than before, art educators can make a stronger argument
for arts in education than previously.
Why Information Sciences and Art?
The proposal in this thesis is to create lesson plans that integrate not only art education
practices, but also information science topics. This niche is specialized, so it hasn’t been
explored very far yet, but there have been a few scholarly articles that argue for greater
information literacy in education, and convey how the integration of art with information
sciences is worthwhile and advisable.
Grafstein (2002) highly recommended that information science be taught in schools. She
emphasized that this discipline should not simply be taught in exclusive, specialized academic
programs or, in some cases, libraries. She advocated for classroom educators to strive to teach
information science skills by relating them to the course that the educator is typically responsible
for, one such example could be art education. The information literacy of the public is becoming
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increasingly important with each and every passing day for a number of reasons. Information is
power. This saying may seem like a cliché at first glance, but knowledge cannot be
underestimated to any degree. The rapid expansion and evolution of the internet combined with
the quickly growing number of internet users means that information can be reached more easily
than in previous times, yet the number of users who understand the complexity and depth of the
process they use to attain knowledge is disappointingly low. Since the early 1990s there has been
discussion of adding core education classes that focus on information science and information
technology, but there has been little progress in this direction (Grafstein, 2002).
While considering teaching information science topics to students in school, it is also
essential to keep in mind the key meanings behind the topics, especially when aiming to strike a
balance between art and information science. One main idea to keep in mind is that there should
be a focus on big, slightly more general ideas, so that the students have the possibility of creating
personal meaning while learning about specific topics (Walker, 2001). Students should be able to
make art that is distinctive and applicable to their lives, beliefs, or style. Students should also
have the equal opportunity to learn and develop information science skills that enable them to be
more aware and constructive in information-focused communities.
Another reason for using big ideas in the lessons instead of focusing on too many small
details is that it has been found that students are more likely to forget the details of lessons over
time. Educators should also strive to have the lesson plans feel organized to students and are well
thought-out; one way of doing this is by grouping big ideas into meaningful, easily digestible,
segments (Marzano, 2007). It seems much better and cohesive for the lesson to be focused on
getting students to remember and learn from big ideas that relate to them, than to try to force
students to memorize minute, technical details.
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In the case of interdisciplinary lessons, students might feel more restricted at times
because they have two subjects to learn from instead of focusing on one. It is best to present this
to the students as a possibility for more choices and explorations instead of more restrictions to
conform to. It is very likely that students will have experiences with information science or
technology. If, by chance, there is a student that hasn’t had very many experiences with
technology or information science, then they can bring that perspective into the classroom and it
will still be a valuable perspective to learn from. The students should have the possibility to
bring their personal experiences and knowledge into the classroom, regardless of the type of
discipline being taught.
Wilson (2002) is one of the few current researchers who recently argued for arts
integration with information science, and his article supports the argument for why it is
imperative to modern culture. Anthropologists call our society the “information society” because
the construction, development, and examination of ideas have become a way of life, not only
culturally, but also economically. Research has become a massive center of this culture; the
results of research are drastically transforming the lives we live and the thoughts of all people,
even if it is not always apparent.
In Wilson’s (2002) article, he analyzed and questioned what kind of connections and
correlations are achievable between art, scientific inquiry, and technological innovation. Wilson
(2002) realized and communicated the importance of unions between disciplines that happen
naturally already, such as when researchers conceptualize or when investigations are employed
to advance artistic plans and projects. Great resemblances can be found between art and science,
and some of these reasons have previously been presented in other research. Both disciplines
comprehend the significance of examining the environment to collect information, art and
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science realize how useful and constructional creativity and innovation are, they use conceptual
models to understand larger concepts, and both art and science aim to produce works that might
have widespread weight and application. The crossings and convergences among art, science,
and technology can spark further scholarly exploration, artistic creation, or a valuable mix
between the two.
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Lesson Plan Overview
After examining and reflecting on the aforementioned ideas related to interdisciplinary
lesson plans, I felt encouraged to show how art can be integrated with information science topics.
I created two lesson plans, called Searching the Web & Artistic Mapping and The Deep Web &
Our Layered Lives that span over several weeks for a class of high school students in a visual
arts class. For the purpose of the lesson plan creation, I used a fabricated art class that consisted
of Junior and Senior high school students who have art class scheduled every other day. These
lessons create one complete unit that I have titled Introduction to the Web & Expressive
Visualizations. These lessons can be found below in the Appendices, and educators can use these
as samples to be modified or as finalized lesson plans. These lesson plans are meant to give
educators ideas and exemplars for how to begin art education integration.
The Web is an essential tool in the lives of students, and it only seems to become more
significant over time. The focuses of this unit include teaching students about the basic structures
of search engines, exploring how we find our information as a community, learning about the
different layers of the Internet that exist, and asking students to think critically about what lies
beneath the surface in their lives. The artists included in this unit are Ashley Hunt, Kim Jones,
Julie Mehretu, and George Klauba. These artists utilize mapping, expressive patterns, and
elaborate depictions to demonstrate how connections and layers exist in information, the Internet,
the world, and in our personal lives. These topics are relevant to students in high school because
they will become more knowledgeable about tools that they already use in their everyday lives.
These topics are also relevant to students because they will be asked to evaluate and assess what
situations or experiences in life have hidden context that lie underneath superficial points of
view, which nurtures critical thinking related to students’ everyday lives.
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Appendices
Appendix A
TEACHER NAME: Allison Herrera (as an example)
UNIT TITLE: Introduction to the Web & Expressive Visualizations
LESSON TITLE: Searching the Web & Artistic Mapping
LESSON 1 of 2
AGE/GRADE LEVEL: High School Students (ideally Juniors & Seniors) in an art classroom
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF STUDENTS: 25
LENGTH OF TIME:
In this fabricated scenario one art class is an hour and thirty minutes, and the classes are every other
day (as an example, the art class might meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays). The first lesson will take one full class
period, and the second lesson will take three class periods.
ARTISTS:
The artists included in this unit are Ashley Hunt, Kim Jones, Julie Mehretu, and George Klauba.
SOCIAL ISSUE/BIG IDEA:
The big ideas being considered and reflected on in this unit include critical thinking about where
we (as a society) gather information in our lives, asking students to think critically about what lies beneath
the surface in their lives, reflecting on what kinds of information we believe or hesitate to trust, analyzing
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how the Web works, considering how imagery in art communicates messages and ideas, reflecting on how
visualizations change our perceptions, contemplating how our communities are persuaded to accept
propaganda through communicated information, and considering what kinds of social conventions
encourage us to stay superficial in our lives.

UNIT SIGNIFICANCE

The Web is an essential tool in the lives of students, and it is only being becoming more
important and more frequently used. The focuses of this unit include teaching students about the basic
structures of search engines, exploring how we find our information as a community, learning about the
different layers of the Internet that exist, and asking students to think critically about what lies beneath the
surface in their lives. The artists included in this unit utilize mapping, expressive patterns, and elaborate
depictions to demonstrate how connections and layers exist in information, the Internet, the world, and in
our personal lives. These topics are relevant to students in high school because they will become more
knowledgeable about tools that they already use in their everyday lives. These topics are also relevant to
students because they will be asked to evaluate and assess what situations or experiences in life have
hidden context that lies underneath the superficial perspective, which nurtures critical thinking related to
students’ customary lives. As a noteworthy point, these lessons will also allow students who may not have
steady access to the Internet to speak about where they get their information from, as well as what they
think about how communities that rely on the Internet.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
The following guiding questions are to help students’ discover key ideas throughout the unit and
are also helpful to guide me, as an educator, while I am considering what the conceptual focus of the unit
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is. These questions are meant to inspire deeper thinking; these questions should also instill creative,
meaningful answers, and should be open-ended.
How do symbols and images communicate messages to people?
(as a related or follow-up question to the one above) When is this most effective or ineffective?
How do people find information?
What kinds of social cues, like body language, can communicate information to you?
How is society susceptible to imagery? Or is it?
How does visual art communicate information? Can you think of any examples?
How do images and words convey meanings differently? Can you think of examples?
How do people decide that information is reliable or trustworthy?
What are the main ways that the Internet is used?
In what ways can we trust or doubt search engines?
(as a related or follow-up question to the one above) What are search engines’ faults?
How is information lost or hidden online? (This question will most likely have more
substantial answers if asked after Lesson #2.)
What is “hidden” or underneath the surface about you?
What are other examples of deeper meaning or hidden context?
PREREQUISITE BEHAVIOR:
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Although it isn’t necessary for students to have had consistent internet use to be a part of this
lesson, it is expected that students will have had some experience or knowledge of the Web or search
engines. In the case of the first lesson, students don’t need to have any art experience, but in the case of the
second lesson, students should have some basic knowledge of painting. In this invented scenario, the
students will have already had a couple lessons about how to paint with acrylics.
ACTIVITY:
The art activity for this lesson asks students to create a large, collaborative map on butcher paper
that explores how students search or have searched for information. The students will be shown
contemporary artist examples of mapping projects, and I will offer a small demonstration where I draw an
example with the students (that they can see from the projector) of what they will be doing on the butcher
paper. The students will be split into two separate groups, create their maps, and discuss what conclusions
or generalizations they were able to find with the rest of the class.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
Students will:


better understand how their communities and classmates find information.



understand the basics of how search engines work.



learn how to think critically about their communities and their personal habits or routines.



discover how to communicate with others to create a collaborative artwork.



learn how to draw conclusion based on open discussion and critical thinking.



discover how to engage in art-making without having a preconceived plan.



learn how to evaluate and reflect on an artwork in order to gain better awareness or comprehension
about what the artwork is communicating.
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examine their relationship to the Internet, and consider how much people rely on the Internet for
information.

STANDARDS/STATE/NATIONAL GOALS:
Lesson #1 will include the following National Visual Arts Education Standards:

Anchor Standard 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
High School Proficient, VA: Cr2.1.Ia: Engage in making a work of art or design without having a
preconceived plan.

Anchor Standard 3: Refine and complete artistic work.
High School Proficient, VA: Cr3.1.Ia: Apply relevant criteria from traditional and contemporary cultural
contexts to examine, reflect on, and plan revisions for works of art and design in progress.
High School Accomplished, VA: Cr3.1.IIa: Engage in constructive critique with peers, then reflect on, reengage, revise, and refine works of art and design in response to personal artistic vision.

Anchor Standard 6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.
High School Proficient, VA: Pr6.1.Ia: Analyze and describe the impact that an exhibition or collection has
on personal awareness of social, cultural, or political beliefs and understandings.
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Anchor Standard 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work.
High School Accomplished, VA: Re.7.2.IIa: Evaluate the effectiveness of an image or images to influence
ideas, feelings, and behaviors of specific audiences.

Anchor Standard 8: Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.
High School Accomplished, VA: Re8.1.IIa: Identify types of contextual information useful in the process
of constructing interpretations of an artwork or collection of works.
High School Accomplished, VA: Re9.1.IIa: Determine the relevance of criteria used by others to evaluate a
work of art or collection of works.

Lesson #1 will include the following Arizona Visual Arts Education Standards:
Strand 1: Create
Concept 1: Creative Process
Beginning, PO 001: Contribute to a discussion about ideas for his or her own artwork.
Strand 2: Relate
Concept 1: Art-worlds
Beginning, PO 002: Discuss how an artwork is used to communicate stories, ideas, and emotions.
Strand 3: Evaluate
Concept 2: Materials, Tools, and Techniques
Beginning, PO 001: Describe the visual effects created by an artist’s use of tools, materials, and techniques in
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an artwork.
Concept 4: Meanings or Purposes
Beginning, PO 001: Discuss how an artist communicates meaning and/or purpose in an artwork.
MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:
2 Sheets of butcher paper (about 6 feet long by three feet high)
60 Washable markers in a variety of colors
Tape (to tape butcher paper upright against a wall)
Projector and computer for lecture sessions
LESSON ORGANIZATION
The teaching methods of this unit includes lecture or direct instruction, class-wide discussion,
cooperative/collaborative learning, group investigation, new technologies, individual assignments, brain
storming sessions, and one-on-one teaching. Lesson #1 specifically involves a lecture about using the Web
and searching engines that begins and ends with short discussions. Next is another short lecture about the
artists in Lesson #1, with discussion about their artworks. Following this lecture is an explanation of the
activity and a small demonstration or example, followed by the collaborative mapmaking exercise. The unit
incorporates the essential questions, big ideas, and unit significance that are stated above and will be
further utilized in the “Lesson Sequence” section below.
Beginning the Unit/ Lesson:
To begin the lesson, I will give the students a couple minutes to settle at their desks, and ask if
everyone can hear and see me because we will be starting with a short discussion and lecture. Throughout
the lesson I will engage with the students with a positive attitude, and be a considerate listener while
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students are talking or asking questions. I will let the students know that we are going to be talking about
the Internet, finding information, and search engines today. The entire lesson sequence has an example
PowerPoint show (that can be found below in “Reference Materials”) and the slides will be referenced by
their corresponding number throughout the lesson sequence.
Lesson Sequence:
Pathway 1 (10 minutes):
Teacher Actions:
To start the lesson, I will show students Slide #1, telling them that this is Lesson #1,
called “Searching the Web & Artistic Mapping,” and explaining that it is part of a unit called
“Introduction to the Web & Expressive Visualizations.” Slide #2 simply has the title
“Discussion” displayed on it, and in the next ten minutes I will be asking students the following
questions: Where do you find information when you need to know something? Does it depend on
whether you are looking for recreation information or academic information? Where do you
think other people find their information? If you use search engines, what engine do you use?
How do you pick links on search result pages, in order from the top or another method? What
kinds of resources are most reliable; how can you know which sites are or information is
trustworthy? How do search engines give you results?
Learner Actions:
The students will be asked to participate in open discussion with the class and I, so they
are free to answer a question out loud after I have finished speaking. I will let them know that
they will not be required to raise their hands before speaking, unless they start to interrupt one
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another, in which case I will let them know that they will be asked to raise their hand before
speaking.
I expect the students to say that they mostly use search engines to find information. Some
students might say they use books, television, magazines, newspapers, or apps. If so, I will ask
the students: Under what circumstances do you use tools besides search engines?
The students will probably also guess that the majority of people use search engines and
the Web to gain information. I want to lead them to compare the different possible ways that they
learn about the world. The students will probably consider books to be more reliable than the
internet, but I want the students to question why printed materials would be more accurate. The
students should also be making educated guesses about how search engines work.
Documentation Strategies:
During discussion the “documentation” will be active listening on my part and continual
questions to keep the students thinking and re-evaluating their information seeking choices.
Environmental Design:
The classroom will be set up in a traditional style at this point, with students at desks and
the educator (in this case, me) standing where all the students can hear and see me. Preferably
the students’ desks will be in a close circle so that they can all see one another and connect more
easily while they are in discussion.
Pathway 2 (10 minutes):
Teacher Actions:
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During this section, I will be giving a lecture to the students about search engines and
online queries. I will turn to Slide #3, and ask the students to pay attention to the text on the right
side first, which reads “Search Engines – Basic Steps 1. Crawling 2. Indexing 3. Querying.” I
will begin by telling the students that these are the basic steps to remember about all public
search engines. These are the three basic steps that search engines use, so that users receive
results. Every search engine has its own detailed algorithms and programs, but the basic structure
is similar for all major search engines. Interestingly, the different search engines work very hard
to keep their search algorithms hidden from one another, but if they all collaborated with another
we could have even better web searching than we do now. Before I begin to tell the students the
details about these steps, I will ask them the following questions: Why would companies want to
keep their search engine algorithms a secret from the rest of the world? Does capitalism keep our
society from growing, or does the competition keep businesses working hard to be better?
After this brief discussion with the students I would tell them about the basic steps. First,
search engines send out “crawlers” which are programs but you can imagine them as spiders
(this is a common example for crawlers because many people find it easier to visualize this way).
The crawlers search certain parts of the Internet, finding all sorts of files and links, and then label
these files with corresponding words (typically words found on the files). Second, the crawlers
index (or store) the files and corresponding labels’ words in a massive database. Each search
engine has its own crawlers and database that it works from. The last step is querying, this is
when the user searches for certain words and the search engine goes through the indices (or
massive database) looking for matches. To make this idea easier to understand, I would refer to
the image on the left side of Slide #3, which shows the steps in a flow chart. After explaining
these steps I would ask the students if they understand what I have explained, have any
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questions, or would like me to go over anything again. I would also ask the students if they think
that the chart makes the idea easier to understand, or if they think that it is unnecessary.
Learner Actions:
The students should be listening, and possibly writing notes if that helps them in their
learning process. I will be very aware of the students’ expressions to make sure that they don’t
seem confused. The students will respond to the questions I asked above: Why would companies
want to keep their search engine algorithms a secret from the rest of the world? Does capitalism
keep our society from growing, or does the competition keep businesses working hard to be
better? I expect the students to answer that they believe companies keep their algorithms hidden
because they want a better tool than their competitors, either to make more money or to stay
relevant and ahead of the curve. I think that the students will have mixed responses about
whether capitalism is helpful or hurtful, and there will probably be several responses that
capitalism is good until one business has too much power. Towards the end my short lecture I
will ask the students if they think that the chart I used helped to communicate the ideas I was
sharing. I expect the students to respond positively, which begins to make connections to visual
arts being useful for communication.
Documentation Strategies:
Students will be asked questions in the middle of the lecture, as well as at the end, and I
will use their responsiveness as a note to observe whether they are actively listening in the
lecture. I will also use observation of their faces and body language to identify if they are paying
attention.
Environmental Design:
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The environmental design will be the same as previously mentioned, with all students
able to see the slides and one another.
Pathway 3 (20 minutes):
Teacher Actions:
At this point in the lesson I will show students a couple artists who utilize art-mapping so
that students will have the opportunity to learn about contemporary art examples. The students
will also have the opportunity to possibly draw ideas and new insight from the artworks that can
be used towards their collaborative art activity. The first artist’s name is Ashley Hunt and the
artwork being shown is called “A World Map: in Which We See…” The artwork can be seen on
Slide #4, I will tell the students about Ashley Hunt (more information about Ashley Hunt can be
found at http://www.correctionsproject.com/art/CVbody.htm ). Ashley Hunt is an artist and
activist who uses mapping (among other visual art mediums) to engage social movements,
modes of learning, and public discourse. Hunt is particularly interested in structures that allow
certain people to gather power and keeps others from power. Hunt said that this particular
artwork traces our contemporary modes of power and powerlessness, especially in relation to
capitalism, wealth, and privilege. Turning to Slide #5, I will ask students to find two connections
in the map that seem particularly interesting to them and to consider what images in the map are
the most attention-grabbing at first glance. The image on Slide #5 might be difficult to read, so a
link is supplied on the page that opens a larger version of the image. If the students would like to
see more of Ashley Hunt’s works then they can explore his website at http://ashleyhuntwork.net/.
Moving to Slide #6, the second artist’s name is Kim Jones and the artwork on this slide is
called “Untitled (War Painting).” I will tell the students that Kim Jones is a contemporary artist
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who lives and works in New York City. This artwork is a part of a series that Jones calls “War
Drawings,” which he has described as a series of two-dimensional games played with pencils
and erasers. Jones worked on this particular artwork over decades, and claims that the spirit of
his war drawings is based on the idea that they can always continue to change. In this series,
mapping techniques are continuously found in the details of the artworks. At this point I will ask
the students what they think this artwork might be about, and can they find any recognizable
figures or formations in this artwork? More information about Kim Jones and his artworks can
be found at http://www.pierogi2000.com/artists/kim-jones/.
Learner Actions:
Students will be discussing the artworks in this section by analyzing and considering
what images and words are being presented by the artists. The students will be asked to talk on a
voluntary basis, and if no one wants to talk then I will ask specific students the questions posed
in the above “Teacher Actions” section. Students will be making connections between the idea of
maps and visual arts as well as learning how to further investigate and evaluate new artworks.
Students will also be asked to take note of images or symbols that might be communicating ideas
along with the words.
Documentation Strategies:
The documentation strategy will involve paying plenty of attention to the students, as
before, and continuing to ask questions to keep the students thinking about the possible
relationships between communication and the visual arts.
Environmental Design:
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The environmental design will be the same as previously mentioned, with students seated
closely to one another to connect more easily while participating in discussion.
Pathway 4 (30 minutes)
Teacher Actions:
The next part of the lesson will begin with Slide #7, which shows the goals of the art
activity that students can keep in mind. These goals involve making maps that communicate
students’ collective experiences and ideas about information, demonstrate visual art design
elements through the use of images, patterns, and color, and show students’ ability to work
collaboratively to create one final product. Before moving to the next slide I will describe the
activity to the students:
You will be split into two groups and be making maps on butcher paper with markers.
These maps will begin with one big topic, such as “types of information” and then
branch into general ideas, such as “academic or entertainment”. The maps will continue
to branch out with related ideas that come from your personal experiences and thoughts.
In your experience “entertainment” might branch into “humor” and then you can work
with your group members to make more branches that relate to where you find humor,
such as “YouTube videos,” “memes,” “television shows,” or “comic books.” The point
to creating these detailed branches is that your group will ultimately use them to look for
overarching themes and connections. If this description isn’t immediately clear to you
(referring to the students) that is no problem because we are going to do an example
together as a class.
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At this point, I recommend using the projector to draw an example with the students.
Slide #8 shows one possible example that can be created with the students’ assistance. I would
begin by drawing a bubble and writing “types of information” then asking the students what
kinds of general information exist. I expect them to name entertainment and academic as two
ideas, and from there I will ask what types of entertainment information exist? I expect some
possible answers will be celebrities, humor, and personal opinions. I would next ask the students
what types of tools we use to access this information. Overall, the demonstration should provide
the students with a clearer idea of what is expected of their maps. After it is apparent that the
students understand the idea of the activity, I recommend reminding them of the artists we
viewed to return a focus to potential artistic choices they might make. I will return to Slide #5
and Slide #6 while telling the students that they are encouraged to use images, shapes, colors, or
figures while creating their maps.
Next, I will split the students into two groups (this can be done in a number of different
ways, up to the educator’s preference) but for this scenario I will simply split the class in half,
evenly, based on which side of the classroom they are standing on. I will give thirty markers to
each group of students. The two sheets of butcher paper mentioned in the above “Materials and
Equipment” will already be taped on two different walls.
I will turn to Slide #9 and let the students know that if they aren’t sure where to begin on
their maps I have two suggested starting ideas and related themes for them on this slide. As the
students are working on this art activity I will walk back and forth, listening to what they are
discussion and provide any further supporting questions or ideas as needed.
Learner Actions:
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Students are expected to listen in the beginning to the instructions for the activity,
actively listen or participate in the demonstration portion, and then communicate with one
another to create the collaborative information map. All students are expected to participate, so if
a few stay in the back while others are writing a lot, I will encourage them to take turns. I will
also encourage students to make the most of their time by having some students add artistic
elements while others work on branching into more detailed conceptual ideas. Students should be
making connections to where they find information in general (such as books, internet,
television, etc.) and where they go to find specific information (such as about people, games,
movies, food, etc.).
Documentation Strategies:
I will be observing the students as they discuss, draw, and write on the butcher paper. The
large information maps will be evidence of their art activity that serves as documentation for
their critical thinking and participation.
Environmental Design:
At this point in the lesson students will have been asked to get up from their desks to
move towards their respective sheets of butcher paper, which are hanging on the walls. The
sheets of butcher paper will be hung low enough so that all the students are able to reach them,
and they will have also been hung against walls that don’t have desks or objects obstructing the
sheets.
Pathway 5 (15 minutes):
Teacher Actions:
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After the activity is complete I will turn to Slide #10 and we will take time to talk and
reflect on what was made. I will ask each group to talk with the rest of the class about what
connections they made while creating their maps, but I expect them to make more profound
associations as we discuss. After each group has spoken I will ask questions such as: are there
any connections that you didn’t expect to happen or that you don’t understand? What similarities
or differences can you find between each groups map? Do you think that the physical act of the
art activity motivated your thought processes differently than verbal discussion? Why or why
not? Do you think art is usually relatable to your personal lives? Were Ashley Hunt’s or Kim
Jones’ artworks more useful while you were considering how to create a structure for your map?
Did you feel more connected to the visual art aspects or information science ideas while creating
your maps? Where do these fields naturally coincide in the world?
Learner Actions:
The students will be asked to reflect on the artwork that they have made collaboratively.
The students will explain their group thought processes and compare their visual art element
choices to the other groups’ selection. I will guide the students towards making generalizations
and drawing conclusions from the details and ideas that they wrote with the comments and
questions provided above.
Documentation Strategies:
For the last discussion the documentation will include observing students, listening to
what conclusions they are able to draw, considering how they work to answer questions, and
examining their final art maps for signs of genuine participation.
Environmental Design:
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In the last discussion the students will be standing near or around their sheets of butcher
paper, so they can all examine the projects as we discuss each map.

CLEAN UP

After the last discussion, I will ask that the students give the markers back to me and
return to their seats. The art maps that they created will remain on the walls of the classroom for
following classroom sessions.

ENDING THE LESSON

The lesson will end in a discussion about the collaborative map, and with any final
thoughts that the students might have towards the ideas that they have learned in the day. I will
ask the students to try to remember the key points that we covered because the next lesson will
rely on some of the information that they have learned!
DOCUMENTATION AND ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING
For this type of lesson that occurs completely in class and requires collaboration from all
students I will assess and evaluate student learning with keen observation and attentive listening.
If the students have a good understanding about the general ideas associated with the basics of
search engines, then they are on the right learning curve. I will also assess the students’ learning
by how much they were able to progress in the class period during our discussions. It is possible
that there are quiet or shy students who don’t want to speak as much in open discussions, and to
give these students a fair assessment I would spend extra time watching to see that they
participated in the map with everyone else. Even if students didn’t want to speak aloud, they can
participate in other ways, such as with writing or considerate listening.
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REFERENCE MATERIALS

The following slides are referenced throughout the Lesson #1: Lesson Sequence (found
above), and can be used as an example presentation of what may be used to facilitate learning.
Each slide is referenced specifically above with further notes about the images and text used. For
educators, additional reference materials referring to concepts and artists used can also be found
in the above lesson sequence.

Slide #1

Unit: Introduction to the Web &
Expressive Visualizations

Lesson 1: Searching the Web &
Artistic Mapping
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Slide #2

Discussion

Slide #3

Search Engines
Basic Steps
1. Crawling
2. Indexing
3. Querying
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Slide #4

Artist Example #1 : Ashley Hunt

A World Map: in Which We See...
"Patriot" show
Contemporary Museum, Baltimore, 2005
Acrylic Paint on wall

Slide #5

Artist Example #1 : Ashley Hunt

• sasdflkja

A World Map: in Which We See...
(larger version of image can be found below)
v-a-c.ru/img/uploads/2014/06/539a25dc667db.jpg
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Slide #6

Artist Example #1 : Kim Jones

http://calendar.artcat.com/exhibits/1122

Untitled (War Painting), 1978-1984-2005
Acrylic paint and ink on paper. 22.5 28.5 inches.

Slide #7

Art Activity - Goals
You will be making maps that:
• communicate your collective experiences and
ideas about information
• demonstrate visual art design elements
through the use of images, patterns, and color
• show your ability to work collaboratively to
create one final product
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Slide #8

Art Activity - Demonstration
• Demonstrate: create a simple example with
the class. Below is one possible example.

Slide #9

Art Activity – Where to Begin?
2 recommended starting bubbles:
“Types of Information” or “Information Tools”
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical (or “how to”)
Academic
News
Entertainment
Everyday Practicalities
History/Background

•
•
•
•
•
•

Books
The Internet
Magazines
Advertisements
Newspapers
Television/Videos
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Slide #10

Discussion

REFERENCES:

The following books are useful resources for educators who want to learn more about the basics
of information retrieval and search engines.
Gatto, M. (2014). Web as corpus: theory and practice. Bloomsbury, NJ: A&C Black.
Langville, A. N., & Meyer, C. D. (2011). Google's pagerank and beyond: the science of search
engine rankings. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.
Manning, C. D., Raghavan, P., & Schütze, H. (2008). Introduction to information retrieval (Vol.
1, p. 496). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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The artwork images used in the lesson were from the following websites, and the websites may
also be used to find more information about Ashley Hunt, Kim Jones, or their artworks.
Ashley Hunt. (n.d.). Retrieved May 11, 2015, from
http://www.correctionsproject.com/art/CVbody.htm
Ashley Hunt. (n.d.). Retrieved May 11, 2015, from http://ashleyhuntwork.net/
Kim Jones. (2010, March 11). Retrieved May 11, 2015, from
http://www.pierogi2000.com/artists/kim-jones/

The images in the slides were found at the following websites.
Creating a Discussion. (n.d.). Retrieved May 11, 2015, from
https://rtc.instructure.com/courses/867287/pages/creating-a-discussion
How Search Engines Work, SEO ebook, Nivedya. (n.d.). Retrieved May 11, 2015, from
http://www.nivedya.net/seo-ebook/how-search-engines-work/
Poster, Art Print: Two Circuit Robot Hands, One Tan, One Green, Shaking Hands by Tonis Pan.
(n.d.). Retrieved May 11, 2015, from
http://www.clipartof.com/interior_wall_decor/details/Two-Circuit-Robot-Hands-OneTan-One-Green-Shaking-Hands-Poster-Art-Print-20480
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Appendix B
TEACHER NAME: Allison Herrera (as an example)
UNIT TITLE: Introduction to the Web & Expressive Visualizations
LESSON TITLE: The Deep Web & Our Layered Lives
LESSON 2 of 2
AGE/GRADE LEVEL: High School Students (ideally Juniors & Seniors) in an art classroom
ESTIMATED # OF STUDENTS: 25
LENGTH OF TIME:
In this fabricated scenario one art class is an hour and thirty minutes, and the classes are every other
day (as an example, the art class might meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays). The first lesson will take one full class
period, and the second lesson will take three class periods.
ARTISTS:
The artists included in this unit are Ashley Hunt, Kim Jones, Julie Mehretu, and George Klauba.
SOCIAL ISSUE/BIG IDEA:
The big ideas being considered and reflected on in this unit include critical thinking about where
we (as a society) gather information in our lives, asking students to think critically about what lies beneath
the surface in their lives, reflecting on what kinds of information we believe or hesitate to trust, analyzing
how the Web works, considering how imagery in art communicates messages and ideas, reflecting on how
visualizations change our perceptions, contemplating how our communities are persuaded to accept
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propaganda through communicated information, and considering what kinds of social conventions
encourage us to stay superficial in our lives.
UNIT SIGNIFICANCE

The Web is an essential tool in the lives of students, and it is only being becoming more
important and more frequently used. The focuses of this unit include teaching students about the basic
structures of search engines, exploring how we find our information as a community, learning about the
different layers of the Internet that exist, and asking students to think critically about what lies beneath the
surface in their lives. The artists included in this unit utilize mapping, expressive patterns, and elaborate
depictions to demonstrate how connections and layers exist in information, the Internet, the world, and in
our personal lives. These topics are relevant to students in high school because they will become more
knowledgeable about tools that they already use in their everyday lives. These topics are also relevant to
students because they will be asked to evaluate and assess what situations or experiences in life have
hidden context that lies underneath the superficial perspective, which nurtures critical thinking related to
students’ customary lives. As a noteworthy point, these lessons will also allow for students who may not
have steady access to the Internet to speak about where they get their information from, as well as what
they think about how communities rely on the Internet.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
The following guiding questions are to help students’ discover key ideas throughout the unit and
are also helpful to guide you, as an educator, while you are considering what the conceptual focus of the
unit is. These questions are meant to inspire deeper thinking; these questions should also instill creative,
meaningful answers, and should be open-ended.
How do symbols and images communicate messages to people?
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(as a related or follow-up question to the one above) When is this most effective or ineffective?
How do people find information?
What kinds of social cues, like body language, can communicate information to you?
How is society susceptible to imagery? Or is it?
How does visual art communicate information? Can you think of any examples?
How do images and words convey meanings differently? Can you think of examples?
How do people decide that information is reliable or trustworthy?
What are the main ways that the Internet is used?
In what ways can we trust or doubt search engines?
(as a related or follow-up question to the one above) What are search engines faults?
How is information lost or hidden online? (This question will most likely have more
substantial answers if asked after Lesson #2.)
What is “hidden” or underneath the surface about you?
What are other examples of deeper meaning or hidden context?
PREREQUISITE BEHAVIOR:
Although it isn’t necessary for students to have had consistent internet use to be a part of this
lesson, it is expected that students will have had some experience or knowledge of the Web or search
engines. In the case of the first lesson students don’t need to have any art experience, but in the case of the
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second lesson students should have some basic knowledge of painting. In this invented scenario, the
students will have already had a couple lessons about how to paint with acrylics.
ACTIVITY:
The art activity for this lesson involves students planning an artwork that provides a conceptual,
in-depth examination of a chosen issue or object. These ideas will vary significantly depending on the
student’s capabilities and interests, but will likely include concepts related to perception, misconception,
initial impressions, and conscientious awareness. The students will be shown contemporary artistic
examples that take deeper looks at a variety of topics, including information science topics. The students
will create sketches of their personal art proposals, and once an idea is discussed with me and approved,
they will start using acrylics paints and a canvas board (8 inches by 10 inches). The style of the painting
should suit the art proposal of the student, and the main focus will be the communication of their idea
through their artwork.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
Students will:


better understand how their communities and classmates find information.



understand that there are different types of Webs



learn how to think critically about their communities and their personal habits or routines.



discover how to communicate an idea through an artwork.



learn how to draw inspiration from open discussion, artist examples, and critical thinking.



discover how to engage and consider how an audience would view their artwork.



learn how to evaluate and reflect on an artwork in order to gain better awareness of or
comprehension about what the artwork is communicating.
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examine their relationship to the Internet, and consider how much of the Web is used and what is
hidden.

STANDARDS/STATE/NATIONAL GOALS:
Lesson #2 will include the following National Visual Arts Education Standards:

Anchor Standard 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
High School Accomplished, VA: Cr2.1.IIa: Through experimentation, practice, and persistence
demonstrate acquisition of skills and knowledge in a chosen art form.

Anchor Standard 3: Refine and complete artistic work.
High School Proficient, VA: Cr3.1.Ia: Apply relevant criteria from traditional and contemporary cultural
contexts to examine, reflect on, and plan revisions for works of art and design in progress.
High School Accomplished, VA: Cr3.1.IIa: Engage in constructive critique with peers, then reflect on, reengage, revise, and refine works of art and design in response to personal artistic vision.

Anchor Standard 6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.
High School Proficient, VA: Pr6.1.Ia: Analyze and describe the impact that an exhibition or collection has
on personal awareness of social, cultural, or political beliefs and understandings.
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Anchor Standard 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work.
High School Accomplished, VA: Re.7.2.IIa: Evaluate the effectiveness of an image or images to influence
ideas, feelings, and behaviors of specific audiences.

Anchor Standard 8: Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.
High School Accomplished, VA: Re8.1.IIa: Identify types of contextual information useful in the process
of constructing interpretations of an artwork or collection of works.
High School Accomplished, VA: Re9.1.IIa: Determine the relevance of criteria used by others to evaluate a
work of art or collection of works.

Lesson #2 will include the following Arizona Visual Arts Education Standards:
Strand 1: Create
Concept 1: Creative Process
Intermediate, PO 203: Develop plans for his or her own artwork (e.g., sketches, models, and notes).
Concept 2: Materials, Tools, and Techniques
Beginner, PO 002: Use materials, tools, and techniques appropriately in his or her own artwork.
Concept 4: Meanings or Purposes
Beginner, PO 001: Describe and explain his or her own artwork.
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Strand 2: Relate
Concept 1: Art-worlds
Beginning, PO 002: Discuss how an artwork is used to communicate stories, ideas, and emotions.
Strand 3: Evaluate
Concept 2: Materials, Tools, and Techniques
Beginning, PO 001: Describe the visual effects created by an artist’s use of tools, materials, and techniques in
an artwork.
Concept 4: Meanings or Purposes
Beginning, PO 001: Discuss how an artist communicates meaning and/or purpose in an artwork.
MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:
25 Canvas boards (8 inches by 10 inches)
30 Paint brushes
20 Cups for water to dip brushes in
Paper towels
Plain white paper
Pencils
Acrylic paint (25 sets of 12 tubes)
Projector and computer for lecture sessions
Sinks (already in art room)
Cabinets and drying racks
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LESSON ORGANIZATION
The teaching methods used in this unit involve lecture or direct instruction, class-wide
discussion, cooperative/collaborative learning, group investigation, new technologies, individual
assignments, brain storming sessions, and one-on-one teaching. Lesson #2 begins with a quick review of
Lesson #1’s topics and what students took away from it. Lesson #2 then begins with a lecture about the
Deep Web, which is a huge portion of the web that doesn’t get indexed by search engines. The idea of such
a big part of the Web being hidden away will lead to a discussion with the students about layers in the
general world and in their personal lives. After this discussion I will show the students artists that relate to
hidden meanings and information sciences. Following this, the students will be asked to begin sketching
ideas for their own layered painting.
Beginning the Unit/ Lesson:
To begin Lesson #2, I will give the students a few minutes to settle at their desks, and ask if
everyone can hear and see me because we will be starting with a short discussion and lecture. Throughout
the lesson I will engage with the students with a positive attitude, and be a considerate listener while
students are talking or asking questions. I will ask the students if anyone can do a quick review of the basic
search engine steps that we learned last time in class. I will be listening for the three main key words of
crawling, indexing, and querying. I will also ask the students what other ideas they remember from the last
lesson to better understand which essential ideas stayed with them over the last couple days. The entire
lesson sequence has an example PowerPoint show (that can be found below in “Reference Materials”) and
the slides will be referenced by their corresponding number throughout the lesson sequence.
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Lesson Sequence:
Pathway 1 (15 minutes):
Teacher Actions:
I will begin with Slide #1, telling the students that this is Lesson#2, called “The Deep
Web & Our Layered Lives,” and explaining that this is the next section of the unit titled
“Introduction to the Web & Expressive Visualizations.”
As mentioned above, the lesson will begin with a review of the last lessons main ideas. I
will turn to Slide #2 and ask the students if anyone can do a quick review of the basic search
engine steps and fill in the blanks presented on Slide #2. The answers to the fill in the blanks are
crawling, indexing, and querying (in that order). I will also ask the students what other ideas they
remember from the last lesson to better understand which essential ideas stayed with them over
the last couple days.
After that is complete I will move directly into lecture. I will begin by asking the students
if they have ever heard of the Deep Web, Dark Web, Hidden Web, or Semantic Web. I will tell
the students that although we usually think of the Web or Internet in a singular manner there are
actually lots of layers and different kinds of Webs. The web that we will be learning about is
called the Deep Web, and it is created because search engines don’t index everything that exists
in the web. At this point I will turn to Slide #3 to help students visualize the ideas I will be
sharing. I will ask the students to imagine the crawlers that they learned about last time, and
these crawlers are only at the Surface Web (which is the web that we all typically use) but there
is a whole ocean of hidden information that the crawlers can’t reach. I will take a moment to ask
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the students to take another look at the images on Slide #3, and ask them if they can think of any
other metaphors besides the iceberg that could help people understand the Deep Web.
It is very difficult for programmers to reach the Deep Web, but there are two types of
algorithms that can try to pull information from it. The first type of algorithm you can imagine as
a giant net, it sweeps through the dark web and brings up large chunks of random information, so
the programmers can’t control what information they get back but they get a decent amount of it.
The other type of algorithm can be imagined as a fine fishing line. This algorithm can slowly try
to catch a specific bit of information, so the programmers can choose what they want but it takes
a long time and they can only get that one piece of information from the Deep Web.
As a side note, the deep web is also sometimes referred to as the hidden web, the
invisible web, or the deepnet. If students, or educators, want to learn more about the deep web
the following sites are great resources: http://oedb.org/ilibrarian/invisible-web/,
http://computer.howstuffworks.com/internet/basics/how-the-deep-web-works.htm, and
http://money.cnn.com/infographic/technology/what-is-the-deep-web/.
Learner Actions:
I expect the students to say that they haven’t heard of any other types of Webs, but if any
of the students have then they will have time to talk about anything they might have heard
before. After talking about the Deep Web I will ask the students what they think of it. I will ask
the students to imagine what types of information could be in the Deep Web, and what would
happen if we could suddenly access all that information.
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Documentation Strategies:
During lecture the documentation will be active listening on my part if students have
questions or comments. I will also be wary of students’ expressions and body language while
teaching, to ensure that the students are keeping up with the topics. I will also be listening
attentively to the students’ answers to the questions mentioned above to gauge how engaged they
are during the lecture.
Environmental Design:
The classroom will be set up in a semi-traditional style at this point, with students at
desks and the educator (in this case, me) standing where all the students can hear and see me.
Ideally, the students’ desks will be in a close circle so that they can all see one another and
connect more easily when they are in discussion.
Pathway 2 (15 minutes):
Teacher Actions:
In the next section I will talk to students about other things in life that are hidden at first
glance. There are physical examples, such as what lies beneath the surface of the Earth? There
are layers to be found in all sorts of rocks and plants. There are also more conceptual examples,
such as people who have personality traits that aren’t easily seen. I will ask students to share
examples from their lives, these examples can be mix of conceptual and literal, it is up to the
students. If the discussion seems to be losing energy I will ask some leading questions to help the
students continue to brainstorm, such as: Can you think of scenarios when it is better to keep
emotions or thoughts from surfacing? What are some literal examples of concealed layers that
can be found in nature?
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Learner Actions:
The students should be in open discussion with the class at this point. The students are
expected to give some physical examples, perhaps like volcanoes that have molten lava hidden
deep inside them, or conceptual ideas, such as a seemingly happy person who is actually upset on
the inside. It is important to keep this brainstorming lively because it relates directly to how
students will think of possible proposals for their personal conceptual artworks in subsequent
sections.
Documentation Strategies:
Just as in the lecture, I will be actively listening while students discuss. I will also be
guiding and leading them to think critically by adding questions as the discussion moves
forward.
Environmental Design:
For this discussion section the students will be sitting close to one another in a circle so
that they can see one another and connect more easily during conversation.
Pathway 3 (30 minutes):
Teacher Actions:
I will show students some artist examples so they can begin to prepare themselves to
draw sketches of ideas that they would like to paint for their art project. At this point, I will turn
to Slide #4. The first artist’s name is Julie Mehretu, and we will be watching a portion of a PBS
Art21 video that is called Julie Mehretu in “Systems.” The link to the video is on Slide#4, and
although the video is about an hour long I will only be showing the first 14 minutes to the
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students. This will give them an idea of how professional artist talks about her work, as well as
give them a chance to understand some of her conceptual and abstracted art processes. When this
video is over, I will ask the students what connections they can make to the last lesson after
listening to Mehretu speak. I expect the students to make a connection between her use of maps
and the mapping emphasis in the last lesson. Next, I will turn to Slide #5, which shows an
artwork of Mehretu’s called “Black City.” I will ask the students to make educated guesses about
the possible concepts behind this artwork based on their visual interpretations of the artwork and
what they heard in the video. After listening to their ideas, I will reiterate that she creates abstract
layered paintings that are representative of the multi-faceted layers that effect communities,
culture, and society. More information about Julie Mehretu’s artworks and artist biography can
be found at http://whitecube.com/artists/julie_mehretu/.
As I turn to Slide #6, I will tell the student’s that the second artist’s name is George
Klauba and the first artwork of his that we will be looking at is called The Pod. To begin, I will
ask the students what they believe the conceptual idea of the painting might be based on their
observations and examinations of the painting. This painting depicts a violent uproar above the
water while the whales are being attacked, and simultaneously the painting shows how farther in
the sea there is peace for the whales and their families. This is a complex relationship that relates
directly to the ideas we were talking about during our previous discussion section. I will turn to
Slide #7, which is another painting by Klauba. This painting is titled “Of Gods and Idols” and
Klauba calls it a study in perplexity because it depicts a rebel struggling to find meaning and
truth during his journey. The rebel feels conflicted between his sense of duty while he is
weathered and tired out. I will ask the students if they can identify any meaning in the symbols in
the painting (some examples of the symbols I’m referring to are the cross, heart, and crossed
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swords). More information about George Klauba and his artworks can be found at
http://georgeklauba.com/home.html.
Learner Actions:
The students are expected to watch the video shown in the beginning of this section, as
well as listen to the artist share and participate by answering questions that I pose as we examine
different artworks. I will guide the students to thinking critically about these artists, while we
look at their artworks, by leading them with questions such as: What do you think the artist was
trying to communicate? How are multifaceted ideas or emotions being visually represented?
Documentation Strategies:
Just as in the lecture, I will be actively listening while students discuss. I will be guiding
and leading the students to think critically by adding questions as the discussion moves forward.
I will work hard to help students find inspiration for their personal projects.
Environmental Design:
The environmental design will be the same as previously mentioned.
Pathway 4 (30 minutes):
Teacher Actions:
At this point in the lesson I will turn to Slide #8, which is simply titled as
“Brainstorming.” Students will be asked to consider and sketch ideas for projects that they are
interested in that also communicate a hidden context or complex relationship. I will be walking
around to talk to each student individually, as well as address any students who want additional
advice or help. I will also let the students know that they need to get their ideas approved by me
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before they are ready to begin painting. As mentioned above, in this scenario the students have
had basic painting demonstrations previously. If students aren’t able to finish a sketch or idea by
the end of this class period then it is expected that by next class they will have an idea ready to
talk to me about. As a side note, I will also make sure the students know that there will be a class
critique at the end of this project, so if there is an idea that they don’t want to share with the other
students they should talk to me about that possibility before the critique occurs.
Learner Actions:
The students will likely have a diverse variety of ideas for their projects, so I will make
sure that I have the time to talk with every student that needs it. I think that at least half of the
students will have ideas or sketches to talk to me about during this class period, so I will discuss
their ideas with them. I will be asking questions to check that they understand the point of the
looking beneath the surface theme.
Documentation Strategies:
The documentation for this class period will be the students’ sketches, and I will be able
to talk with at least half of the students during this class period to reflect on how much the
students have learned so far. I will speak with the other half of the class in the following class
period to examine and approve their ideas.
Environmental Design:
The environmental design will involve the students at their desks, sketching and
contemplating while I move about.
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Pathway 5 (2nd Class Period):
Teacher Actions:
The second class period will be a work day for the students to begin or continue working
on their paintings. Any students who hadn’t talked to be about their ideas or sketches in the last
class period will need to get my approval before beginning so I can be confident that they are on
the same page as the rest of the students as far as learning about analyzing and reflecting in a
more profound manner. As the class progresses I will continue to talk with students, look at their
work, and observe how they are feeling about their artworks.
Learner Actions:
The students should be working on their paintings or talking to me about their final ideas.
Students will be allowed to chat with one another while they work as long as they are working on
their artworks at the same time. Students will be expected to spend the last fifteen minutes of the
class period cleaning brushes and desks, as well as placing their canvas boards on drying racks
where they won’t be disturbed.
Documentation Strategies:
The documentation strategy for this workday will involve observation, one-on-one
conversation, and the actual artwork progression that the students make during the class period.
Environmental Design:
The environmental design will involve students painting at their desks, and I will move
around the classroom to address students and discuss their art progression.
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Pathway 6 (3rd Class Period, 40 minutes):
Teacher Actions:
To begin the last class period for this lesson I will tell the students that they have forty
minutes to finish their paintings, and they will not be judged or lose points if they aren’t
completely done with their paintings today because they have only had class time to work on this
particular project. However, there will be an in class critique at the end of this class period, and
the critique will make more sense the more complete that their project is.
Learner Actions:
The students will continue to work on their individual painting projects during this
section. I will walk around to check in with students to see if there are any last minute concerns
or questions about their works. The students will be asked to clean up their areas and brushes at
the end of the work time.
Documentation Strategies:
As previously mentioned, the documentation strategy for this day will involve
observation, one-on-one conversation, and the actual artwork progression that the students make
during the class period.
Environmental Design:
The environmental design will involve students painting at their desks, and I will move
around the classroom to speak with students and monitoring advancements.
Pathway 7 (3rd Class Period, 50 minutes):
Teacher Actions:
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When the students are ready for critique (after they have finished cleaning their areas) I
will let them know that we are going to set their paintings up on their desks with stands and walk
around to view the artworks. Every student will be required to participate with comments or
questions at least twice during the entirety of the critique. The critique will begin with a few
minutes for students to walk around and examine the artworks, then we will look at paintings
individually. I will let the students know that they don’t have to have a lengthy explanation
prepared. We will discuss their artwork, considering what the meaning of the artwork might be
based on the visual art elements used, and afterwards the artist will have time to make a verbal
artist statement about their idea and process. We will use a “popcorn” method for choosing
which artwork will be critiqued next. I will ask for a volunteer to go first for the critique, and
after that every student who presents their painting will be able to choose the next painting to be
critiqued. At the end of all the students’ critiques, we will talk as a group about the similarities
and differences in ideas that we had as a class. I will ask them to make connections back to their
lives and communities, the artworks we looked at, and to consider how their choices represent
their priorities and values. I will also ask the students which artists we explored were the most
memorable, and which artists had the greatest impact on their painting.
Learner Actions:
The students will walk around examining all the paintings made, and then take turns
“popcorn” style during critique talking about their classmates’ projects and making artist
statements about their own works. I will remind students to be considerate and respectful of one
another during critique and to make meaningful comments that go beyond “I like this.” The
students will participate in a class-wide discussion after every individual student has had their
critique and we will consider what overarching themes can be found overall.
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Documentation Strategies:
The documentation strategy for this project will involve the painting that each student
made, the student’s apparent effort from our conversations and my observations, and the
students’ abilities to connect with the themes that we reflect on in discussion.
Environmental Design:
The environmental design will involve students walking around the classroom in the
beginning of the critique while they are looking at different paintings around the room. Once we
begin individual critiques students will stand around the artwork being critiqued so that we will
be grouped closely together for an intimate and supportive discussion.

CLEAN UP

Students will have cleaned up their work areas and paintbrushes before the class critique
begin After the critique has ended I will ask the students to leave their paintings on the drying
racks in the classroom so that I may have a chance to reexamine their artworks while considering
and assessing their levels of learning.

ENDING THE LESSON

The lesson will end with a discussion about the idea of reflecting and analyzing what we
(as a class) chose to take deeper looks at, and with any final thoughts that the students might
have towards the ideas that they have learned about the Deep Web as well. I will ask the students
to try to remember the key points that we covered in the past couple of weeks to encourage them
to remember the big ideas that we have been exploring.
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DOCUMENTATION AND ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING
Since this lesson asked students to complete all their project work in class, there may
have been a bit of a time restraint for some students, so I think that the observed effort and the
amount of conceptual thought that was put into their projects will hold more weight than their
straightforward completion of their paintings. I will also assess students and evaluate their
student learning based on my observations during discussions. I will also assess the students’
learning by how much they were able to progress in the class period during our discussions. It is
possible that there are quiet or shy students who don’t want to speak as much in open discussion,
and to give these students a fair assessment, I would spend extra time watching to see that they
participated in the critique along with everyone else. Even if students didn’t want to speak aloud
all the time, they have the ability to participate in other ways, such as with active listening. If the
students seem to have understood the general idea of the Deep Web, then that is completely
acceptable because these ideas can take time to process to truly understand.

REFERENCE MATERIALS

The following slides are referenced throughout the Lesson #2: Lesson Sequence (found
above), and can be used as an example presentation of what may be used to facilitate learning.
Each slide is referenced specifically above with further notes about the images and text used. For
educators, additional reference materials referring to concepts and artists used can also be found
in the above lesson sequence.
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Slide #1

Unit: Introduction to the Web &
Expressive Visualizations

Lesson 2: The Deep Web & Our
Layered Lives
Slide #2

Review:
Search Engine
Basics
1. ______
2. ______
3. ______
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Slide #3

The Deep Web

Slide #4

Artist Example #1 : Julie Mehretu
Art21 Video

http://www.pbs.org/art21/watch-now/segmentjulie-mehretu-in-systems
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Slide #5

Artist Example #1 : Julie Mehretu

Black City, 2007.
Acrylic paint and ink on canvas. 120

192 inches.

Slide #6

Artist Example #2 : George Klauba

The Pod, 2004.
Acrylic on panel.
18 × 14.5 inches.
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Slide #7

Artist Example #2 : George Klauba

Of Gods and Idols, 2015.
Acrylic on panel.
18 × 24 inches.
Slide #8

Brainstorming
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